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I could hardly believe my ears: "I bide, under the law,
O sheik!" said the prisoner simply, and it was finished.
We left him standing there, still armed, with only the
old man and little boy left to guard the flock which he
had come to steal—and were off like the wind. Here was
"honor among thieves" with a vengeance! Or, rather,
pure, fantastic chivalry such as I do not believe survives
anywhere else on earth.
We rode for two hours and finally came up with our
men, who were following like hounds on the Sirdieh
trail, at a steady but unforced gallop. We were about
four hundred, and from their tracks, plainly marked in
some places, invisible for stretches of miles in others, they
numbered, as we had been informed, about a hundred.
But they had a good start, and despite the fact that our
horses were fresh and theirs not, since we frequently lost
the trail and had to scout right and left to pick it up
again, Mitkhal judged at sunset we had gained little on
them. Bright moonlight helped us, and we rode on. I
was side, sore, tired out, damnably thirsty, and hungry,
too, for a while in the late afternoon; but as the night
wore on, my hunger passed. Of course, no horse could
stand a continued gallop for this long time, and there
were short stops, but it was hard, forced riding. When
the moon set, we camped. In one side of my saddlebag
was a water-skin, in the other a few crusted balls of dried
camel cheese, rancid but concentrated nourishment, with
a peck or so of grain for the mare. Mansour came with
a leather bag and helped me water and feed her. I drank
about a pint of water, managed to eat two of the cheese
shards, and lay down, shivering with cold, too worn out
for sleep. Mitkhal brought me a lighted cigarette, asked

